
C A S E  S T U D Y

Driving New OPEX Savings with Consumer Connect

T H E  C H A L L E N G E
Founded in 2003, Allo Communications (Allo) has built a world-class regional fiber network to serve six markets  
across western Nebraska over the past eight years.  Delivering voice, video, high-speed data, and business services 
across their serving area, Allo has grown to become one of Nebraska’s largest communications service providers.
Advanced IPTV services have emerged as of Allo’s most popular and widely adopted service offerings. However,  
with this success also come necessary challenges, as firmware updates for residential gateways enabling this  
service required Allo customer service representatives to periodically update each gateway in service individually.  
Across a team of nearly 25 representatives, 160 man hours were required to update gateways every three to six 
months.  This operational burden became difficult to manage, often requiring additional part-time resources to be 
brought in to implement the updates. Allo needed to find a new solution that would lessen the operational expense of 
these firmware updates.
  
 
 
T H E  S O L U T I O N
As a long-time Calix customer, Allo turned to Calix and its Compass by Calix suite of software applications to help 
solve this issue. Allo looked into Calix Consumer Connect, a TR-069 ACS device management solution.  With a cloud-
based SaaS model, no additional hardware was required for Allo to deploy Consumer Connect. Within a matter of 
hours, Allo went from an online demonstration from the Calix sales team to having Consumer Connect up and running 
on their network.  Less than 24 hours after the demonstration, Allo was able to start connecting CPE into Consumer 
Connect. 
 
With Consumer Connect, Allo was now able to manage a number of broadband-enabled devices within their 
subscribers’ homes, including residential gateways.  Whether connected by fiber or DSL, Consumer Connect gave Allo 
a virtual technician within each subscriber premises. With Consumer Connect’s ability to bulk manage and provision 
these devices, the Allo customer service team no longer needed to update each gateway individually.
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T H E  R E S U LT S
Within a few days of launching Consumer Connect within their network, the entire Allo customer service team was  
easily working with the application. While the installation process was seamless, Allo has experienced a number of 
additional benefits from Consumer Connect:

 Operational savings – Firmware updates that once took 160 hours across a 25-person team now require five  
minutes from one technician. Once updates are loaded into Consumer Connect, every connected gateway  
receives the updates overnight.

�  New capabilities – While IPTV firmware updates were the initial reason for Allo’s deployment of Consumer Connect, 
Allo has now utilized the software to manage wireless routers for their subscribers. Through Consumer Connect,  
Allo can change network keys and make a variety of changes from one dashboard.

�  Ability to scale – With Consumer Connect’s SaaS model, Allo has been able to easily scale as new subscribers  
have signed up for service.  Since the initial order of 1000 gateways, Allo is now managing over 1400 gateways  
via Consumer Connect and looking to add more in the future.

�  Interoperability – As issues have arisen with Allo’s residential gateways, Calix has managed the troubleshooting 
processes with the gateway vendors through the Calix Compatible program, alleviating this operational burden  
from Allo.  As Allo deploys different types of residential gateways and CPEs in the future, Calix will continue  
manage the interoperability process.

�
  With Consumer Connect, Allo is able to more efficiently manage the performance of that network and its 

connected devices.
�

T H E  F U T U R E
Allo has a thriving business, growing by 250 to 300 subscribers each month.  As new subscribers join Allo’s customer 
base the customer service team is evaluating how Consumer Connect can help their department better manage their 
subscriber’s experience. By leveraging Consumer Connect, Allo can reduce the number of calls that require an escalated 
level of customer support.
 
While Consumer Connect has proven to be an asset for lowering Allo’s operational expenses, Allo is also looking at how 
the application can assist in bringing in new service revenues.  New services such as enhanced gaming packages may 
prove to be revenue-generating opportunities for Allo, allowing customers to host gaming environments from their own 
consoles in the future. 
 
As Consumer Connect continues to evolve, Allo is looking forward to using the application to its full potential of both 
operational savings and revenue-generating possibilities.
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“Firmware updates used to require 

160 man hours across a team of 25, but 

with Calix Consumer Connect the same 

updates only take five minutes of one 

team member’s time.”

 –  Nick Colton, 
Director of Network Operations


